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Integrated Multi-Utility Metering

 Integrate electricity, water, thermal and gas utilities in one location.




MeterConnex

Your ideal meter data management system for meter data analysis.




Building Level & Portfolio Metering

Integrate critical metering loads onto one data collection system.




Regulatory, Lab and Field Services

QMC is an accredited service provider for the metering industry.










Wireless Water Metering: Truety

North America's first intelligent, encoded and utility grade solution.




EV Charging Metering

Collecting EV charging data, send invoices based on use.




Green Building Systems

Implement metering systems that support Net Zero best practices.




Temporary Metering Services

Audit and verify existing meter installations for accuracy.
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Electricity Meters and Submeters

Industry-leading electricity meters for tenant billing, LEED certification and energy management purposes. Ideal for commercial, institutional, residential, recreational and light-industrial applications.
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Mechanical Meters and Submeters

High-efficiency water meters ideal for precise billing and water management. Suitable for commercial, multi-residential, and campus-style properties, these meters support fair billing and conservation efforts.
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Contractors

Advanced metering system design, hardware supply and deployment for new construction projects across North America.
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Commercial

Meter systems and data monitoring for shopping centres, office towers, mixed-use complexes and retail establishments.
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Institutional

Integrated metering services for military bases, hospitals, colleges, universities, school boards and municipalities.
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Multi-Residential

Advanced metering hardware and software for developers, submetering companies and utilities across North America.
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Industrial

Energy monitoring and instrumentation solutions with energy monitoring for the industrial market across North America.
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Integrated Metering

QMC enables building portfolios, utilities and institutions to optimize their energy and water use by utilizing best-in-class submetering hardware, software, and communications. Improve building performance, utility conservation and achieve your sustainability goals in partnership with QMC.
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Utility Grade Water Metering

Truety is North America’s first intelligent, encoded and utility grade solution for the water submetering industry. Truety combines proven and reliable encoded readings with robust and highly accurate metering devices.

Secure wireless LoRaWAN communications and a mobile NFC based tap and go verification system will streamline your operations. The Truety ecosystem eliminates errors, improves quality and builds trust.


VIEW SOLUTION
VISIT TRUETY.COM

























Our Metering Solutions

QMC offers metering hardware for all utility types: Electricity, Water, Thermal (BTU, Heat), Gas and Steam. Once installed, our meters are applicable for both revenue and check metering purposes. 
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Electricity

QMC supplies industry-leading electricity meters for remote monitoring, tenant billing and energy management purposes.
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learn more







Water

QMC supplies the best smart water meters for residential, commercial, and institutional applications in North America.
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learn more







Thermal

Thermal meters can be used for multi-tenant residential applications or the monitoring of central plant systems.
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learn more







Gas

QMC provides gas metering systems for both tenant billing and energy management applications.
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Explore Markets

We provide metering and submetering solutions for the built environment. We service commercial buildings such as malls and office complexes; multi-residential apartment buildings and condominiums; institutional buildings such as universities, schools, hospitals, military bases, federal buildings, provincial buildings; industrial buildings such as factories, warehouses and plants; recreational and distributed networks such as marinas, manufactured homes and RV parks.
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Contractors
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Commercial
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Multi-Residential
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Institutional
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MeterConnex

We Make Data Driven Decisions

QMC’s Meterconnex™ is our web-based meter reading and data collection platform. MeterConnex is the industry’s only multi-protocol, multi-utility, vendor agnostic, one-stop tool for submetering service providers, utilities and energy managers. 

We monitor over 250,000 meter points on a daily basis , from real-time to hourly intervals. MeterConnex can process meter data into standard reporting formats for export to 3rd party billing and accounting platforms.


learn more


Have an account? Login Here
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Integrated Metering Solutions

Complementing our metering hardware, we provide specialized We provide metering and submetering solutions for commercial buildings such as malls and office complexes; multi-residential apartment buildings and condominiums; universities, schools, and other institutions; factories, warehouses, and industrial establishments; and even recreational areas like marinas and RV parks.
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Wireless Water Metering – Truety
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Property Level & Portfolio Metering
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EV Charging Station Metering
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Green Building Systems














 














Learn What Makes QMC One of North America's Leading Metering Experts. 






Contact us for a consultation on your new or retrofit project today.







contact us
















quick contact

Toll Free:
1 (877) 358-5155






Opening hours

Monday - Friday
8:30AM - 4:30PM PST
8:30AM - 4:30PM EST






newsletter





First Name(Required) 

Email(Required)
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QMC is a leading provider of intelligent submetering solutions for large institutions, commercial and multi-residential properties and utility providers. From end-to-end meter measurement and data management solutions, to integrated metering and building utility management, we deliver the most innovative multi-utility submetering hardware, software and consulting to companies around the globe.
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Legal

Privacy

© 2024 QMC Metering Solutions.
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Manage Consent










To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behaviour or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.






Functional



Functional

Always active 






The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.






Preferences


Preferences







The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.






Statistics


Statistics







The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.






Marketing


Marketing







The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.








Manage options
Manage services
Manage {vendor_count} vendors
Read more about these purposes





Accept
Deny
View preferences
Save preferences
View preferences



{title}
{title}
{title}
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